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The reater part of the. elaterial used in the followin,;
study has been obtained directly froel liss l'urman and from her
relatives and acquaintances. It will not be possible to
enumerate all of those have been so kind and hel?ful; but
wish es;ecially to exoress a??reciation to i.S3 hatherine ?ettit,
Lexin:ton, e.entuc%y, and to -ics 3usan Towles, Henderson,
Kentucy, for their interest and assistance.
Above all, T am deeoly indebted to La.-SS Purmzen for her
cordial consideration of my efforts and for the elan - courteciee
she has shown ne durfn: the preparation of tae thesis and in her
isi hcee.
Since .euca of the material elebodied in the st-efty was
o-otieed durin:_; ?ersonea_ineervieer with _Liss ::e.re.aa, it hes
not been taount necessary to record the indebtedness Tor the
facts item by iteel in the foctaotes. All other eiaterial,
however, has been asained to the ?roper sources.
Anoreciation is due lAttle, Brown, and Com)any for the
lean of Oct:1 Tublished end unJublieed elaterial which has
or .nuch Talue.
in the couree of :ay investi -ticn -.Jay attention has been
called to certain errors in state:Lents concernin:: -ass Purerili
and her -:Trke. In J. h Tcernsee.dts Kentucer in AelerIcan
- 1P70 is s:iven as r.he birth Jate of leec-e PI,nean. Je
cerrect clate is June 7, 13C-9. he first arene ofis 71-areia.:ale
tether • and not as ::iven by Th-oneend.
1hc's ho in Ar.le-ica. The date of 2ublication cf ,:tories
`tr
'
Sanctifiee Tovn has been ljsted by Tcwn:3ene as 189E. The stor!!Is
,
<.`
annearee in TI-e Centur7 in 1694, 1895, an 1896, but te
not brcucht out until 1897.
To Dr. Earl A. Locre of the De-partment of Erkjish in
Western State Teach:- rs ColleEe, I wish to express ny e7Arnest
apnrcciaticn for his s,ncere crticisr. of the study.









Four years subsequent to the close of the great conflict
between the North and the South there was born in the neutral
state of Kentucky, a roman who was destined to serve with gre,t
elrnestness and to i=ortalize with great talent the rountain
people of her native state. It is through a sy::nathetic
Portrayal of the characteristics of the Southern Higl/anders
that she has achieved an enviable place as a local color writ?r
in American letters.
Lucy Furman, who was born June 7, 1869, in Henderson,
Kentucky, 179.5 a member of a family which was not undistinguished.
A great-great-grandfather, Dr. Richard Furman of Charleston,
South Carolina, was a very noted Bantist preacher during
Revolutionary lays.
He was so active patriotically that
Cornwallis offered a reward of a thousand
nounes for his head, and so eloquent that
he was invited to preach before Congress
some years afterward, and did so. Dr.
Fura‘an was the founder of Furman University
in Greenville, South Caro1ina, and of other
educational institutions.
Dr. Samuel 1:turman, grandfather of Lucy Furman, was a medical
doctor who moved sc7.e years before the Civil War from South
Carolina to De Soto Parish in northern Louisiana. Williams
Barnard and Samuel, some of Dr. Furman, followed the traditional
profession of th= family, the former as a physician, the latter




as a dentist. Soon after his marriage to the beautiful young
f
• e
jeeSiE Collins of Kentucky, Dr. 7illiams Baren,rd Furman moved
to Fenderscn, Kentucky, and lived at a quaint, old hotel calle
the Hoard House. Here he beceele e. prominent young physician
leas fweillarly known as Dr. 71111e.3 he ycunc dentist
also moved to - enderson, where he was known Av his honesty an
rentleness.
On the maternal side, t'e ancestors were Kentuckians, rho
lad cone out from Virginia in the very early days. Dr. Orville
Collins, a i-eat-creat-grandfather, lived in or near Winchester
fcr many years. Later he left that section and moved to Wester
Kentucky, where he lived at different tines in Hookinsville,
:iscnville, and other Places.
It
Fe was a physician by 7:rofession, butbecoming converted to the Christian orCampbellite faith, preached it throughoutWestern Kentucky starting many churches.:is eldest son, Dr. John Lillard Collins, _settled in Henderson, Kentucky, to Practicemedicine, living there until sometime inthe late eighties, when he n:oved to Covington,Kentucky, and practiced until his death atthe ace of eighty-five in 1908.4
was beside the Chic River at Henderson, Kentucky, that
Lucy :Furman spent her childhood. One of her early joys was to
%calk along the river bank with her mother and gather "butter ae:
-Sucan Towles, President of the Henderson County Historica::.7ociety, conversation with the writer.




eggs" and other wild flowers.5
!ore of the early childhood days is learned by reading an
account written by :Irs. Grace Jones, an acquaintance of Lass
Furman.
In speaking of her childhood once lass
Puran said Vat her earliest recollections
of life are associated with the boats making
their way up and down the Ohio River. The
melodious, deen-toned whistles of the big
steamboats fille6.her mind with their
suggestion of travel, adventure, and rcmance.
Another mysterious joy to the imaginative
little girl was the small ferry-boat at the
foot of the cobblestone levee, which took
nassengers and vehicles over to the other
shore. Hearing t:e grown-ups talking about
the ferry-boat, the child always thought
t)-ey sail "Fairy Boat", and when her father,
who was a nhysician, would take the ferry
acrosF,. the river to visit patients on the
ot.posite shore, little Lucy pictured him on
a fairy boat in thf; magic company and keening
of the fairy folk.°
Then Lucy Furman was only seven years of age, and her
sister, Rosalie, the only other child, was two, their mother
died, and a few years later the father also died. It vas then
the two little girls wet to live with their mother's sister,
Miss Rosalie Collins. lass Collins, a woman of remarkable charm
and mental ability, was a teacher in the Henderson Female
Acaeery. After the establishment of the public high school, Liss
Collins was a member of its faculty. Later she was a teacher in




8Grace Jcnes, c. cit.
91rs. Emily S. .readovs, cn.
•i
the high school at 7vansville, Ineiana.? Those who knew her
remember Collins as a wonderful teacher and as one whom
children adored.
It is to the early training she received from her devoted
aunt and foster-mother that ;ass Furman attributes much of her
talent for writing.
For an hour every night before they
went to bed the aunt would read to the
childrer. Nothing was permitted to
interfere with this story hcur. Not only
children's classics were read, but Dickens,
Thackeray, Hawthorne, George Eliot. "Strong
meat these would be considered nowadays,"
says rise Purman, "but re listened fasci-
nated." Thus at a very early age was
developed in the child a love of good
literature and an an,2reciation of the beauty
of the written word.°
Under the guidance of her aunt, Lucy Furman, or Pearl
Furman as she was known to her schoolmates, entered the
Henderson Seminary, which has been described by one of its
Graduates as a small school of high standing, a school where
one could go from "bottom to top" and be beautifully equipped
for life.
hater whlle _Living* for a year with her aunt in Evansville,
Indiana, the little girl "enrolled in a private sccol taught
by hisses Hooker and lieugh."9 From here the young student went
to Cayre institute, Lexington, hentucky, where she graduated at
7
Ers. Emily S. 1:eadors, a cousin of Lucy Furan, letter to
the writer, March 23, l9"s3.
".' •






the age of sixteen. A schoolmate of Miss Furman says, "I
remember Lucy Furman at Sayre as a very pretty blonde with red
cheeks (no rouge), sparkling eyes and a very vivacious manner,
"10much enthusiasm always, good student, cultured.
During the next two years of her life, one at Henderson,
1.7entucy, ard one at the home of the Furman grandparents in
Shreveport, Louisi na, Lucy Furman was a veritable Southern
belle interested chiefly in having a gay time.
n 
A friend
re:zembers her at this time as "a very lovely, dainty, golden-
haired, blue-eyed little fairy---or a chirpy little bird---for
lire for her then was just a scng."
Treen Lucy 'Furman was nineteen years old, a sudden change in
the fortunes cf the rarily brought this gay life to an abrupt
end. Going to Cincinnati, Ohio, the young girl took a short
ccurce in stenogranhy in order that she night earn her own
living. Returning to Evansville, where her aunt Liss Collins
then taug1A, she secured employment first with the Louisville
and Yashville Railrcad Company. Later she was a ccurt stenogra-
pher in the Circuit and Surerior Courts.
In the early nineties it was not a common occurrence for
a young ±rl to earn her living as a stenogra::her. The
readiness rith which Lucy Furman met the emergency is indicative
of the splendid manner in which she has met all of life's
problems.
10Kathel-ine Fettit, letter to the writer, March 27, 2933.







As a yeun3 sirl, Lucy Puriaan had no thousht of ever becomi_Ag
a writer. Yet, when sle felt a desire for self-ex)ression, she
t-;.rne, quite naturally to ,)en ad par.
A reference has already been _lade to the influence of :ass
Rosalie Collins on the literary trainin of her youns niece by
brinsins to her attention only the best LI books and masazines.
There was another who had much to do with Lucy Purfmn's literary
tendencies and this ?erson was 2rofessor Liaurice Kirby, a great
uncle. Professor Kirby, a very interestins character, was the
superintendent of public schools in Henderson. He was
later made princioal of the ale Hi3h School in Louisville,
which .)osition he held until his death, on January 3, 1897. In
an article which a))eared in a Louisville paper at the time of
his death, there is the followins testiaony to his literary
attainxents:
Profes7:or .arby was on sy.!alzin; terms
with almost every an of letters in En:land.
He could :sive in a minute's reflection the
oircumstaqoes in the life of any writer or
thinker of that country. He admired and
loved all who taou-sht and wrote, but he save
to Saiauel Johnson and Oliver Goldsnin the
wreath of his affections. He would never
tire of describing the unique characteristicsof "Old San,' spea:zin3 in such terms of
Boswell's mentor as would convince one that
=rofessol- ::ir-Dy and Samuel Johnson had been
friends for life.'
1,-ne Courier Journal, Zra/nua-y 4, 1.:;97.
It is said that 2rofaseor arby's library was )robably the
finest in Louisville. One of the treasures of tae library was a
jarsten edition of The CoApleat Ae-ler with autoera)h etchings.
Another was a (. pirkbecl: Hill edition of 3oswe1lts Life of Dr.
Johnsen.
In a cketch written for the Henderson County Historical
3ociety, Lucy FUrman days tribute to this eminent scholar and
ac:clowledees her indebtedness to hin for stimulatine her
Interest in literature.
The writer of this sketch, a grand niece
of Professor Kirbyte wife, remembers having
the tmeression as a little girl that he must
have %nown and associated daily with Dr.
Johnson, Oliver Goldsmith, David Garric:c,
and otaer lights of that )eriod. She also
remembere listening seellbound to his talk
in the evenf.ngs at home, and bitterly
rebelline. when sent off to bed.
Guided thus in her literary tastes, it is no wonder that
Lucy FUrAan at the age of twenty-three found herself an author.
cTha first literary achievement of the young girl was a
series of short stories written as a result of visits to a
email village in Henderson County, _:eatucke, at a tiele when the
eatire community was ex)eriencine 2 wave of religious entheelasm.
At that time "the Station" "was a small and obscure town, quite
as una:foiticus and forlorn-lool:ine as the usual country
^A
A'S
villaee."3 There were, hoaever, "a eecJliar atmosehere and a
.••••••
9- .-_--ievelle  January 4, 1897.
3Lucy Pur.:,ae. Stories of a Sanctifiee:1 Town (ee: York:




zest of s2iritual life"; present in the town. In speaking of
the literal inter)eetation given so often to the Scri?turee by
villasers, the author says,
The Bible is their oae book, news)a?er,
faehion-ealate, almanac, and guide in all
matters of soul and body. They know it frau
"lid to lid"; and if at times they dwell
rather upon the letter than uoon the e:Arit
of its teachin:s it ie a fault of mind and
not of leeart.5
Althou:h she had Ireat respect for the religious convictions
of the people, the youn': visitor saw the humorous side at once,
and on returning to Evansville she wrote a series of sketches or
short stories deeictinz some of the happenings. The writing was
done mostly at nie:ht after a hard day's work at cou-t.6
Havin3 read The Century -../a.:-azine from early chi1dhoof.1, the
yc,'.1-.7 writer did not know until later what an unueual thin: she
had done by nin er first aork ta this outstandin 2eroaica1
and havin:e her stories published therein. In 1894 and 1295 the
stories alpeared in The Century along with stories and articles
by .Tohn Burroughs, Theodore Roosevelt, Dean Howells,
'traeel L. Cleelens, and 3arai Orne Jewett.
In 1897 the Century Ccei)any Jublished in book form these
1-;:etches which had aelearcd in e.;e‘e magaeLle, and this volume is
k:10.:ra as The Storiee of a Sanctified Torn. The book, dedicated
to "Rosalie iilan Collins, e:y Aunt and Dearest Friend," was
41cc. cit.
5/oc. cit.
GGrace Jones, "Lucy .3urelen, Social crl:er and Story-Teller,"




oraised by iilliai Dean Howells as bein: "most deliahtful and a
favorite book of mine."
And indeed the stories are deli3itful. Cne meets such
characters as :Jelissy Allsood, Brother :lolly, and Kate
One of the htan-interest stories concerns ,Ielizsy .:i.11:zood, the
0.ressmaker. :Leliosy has just finished a weddin_; cress
for Dau,nt ZJickett, and the ouffed sleeves in that dress are a
source of joy to both C bride and :.:elissy. A sore throat and
a sno,rstoria prevent her attendance at the weddins, but .2elissy
consoles herself -,7ith the readin; of her =ible. However, her
calmess is soon turned to consternation, for her eyes chance to
fall on Ezekiel xiii:18: "Thus saith the Lord God; loe to the
wo:aen that sew ?Mows in arniholes." How 7'-lissy sets to the
weddins and sets Daw;ht to change from the worldly dress with





Plso .1elissy's experience with the Ararat
Texas, and many other extraordinary hao2eninsts
which make Storiss of a Sanctified Town an unusual literary
a.:hieveaent.
J. W. Townsend as sooken of the book as one r,f the 1.,ust
charain- morks yet yablished by a Kentuck:,-
Scon after th ,publication of these stories the Punuan
-r-_Loarents took their 1;randda-,..3hter Luc:, u) Mast for the
sun.aer vacation. 'Mile visitinL; in New York City, the ho-le of
the Century 2ublishins Com,)any, the oarty receiver! r_n La7itat1en
7— -  In A:aerin Lett, 2 vols. (Ceflar Raoida,
II, 23.
of tweAty-three. Jot only Je
Gilder astoniehe the youth and beauty of his visitor, but
he was 7,.ore astonished when, askine her to tell hiel of her
literary career, ee received the eelbarrazsed answer teat she
had no literar:e career of ehich to tell.
The future looked brieht. The first literary accamelishment
from e:r. Gilder, editor of
reazs. It was not unusual
entetain his
The Cent.aa, to visit the editoriell
for the editor of The Centureeto
coeeributors, but it was unueuel for him to
entertain one so youn:e and so vivacious. Dreesed in beautiful
Clothes, e.iven to her by her srandearents, the irl 1oo2:ed much
younieer than her actual a-1:e
was commented on favorably. Amon those who cone.ratulated lUss
Pusan and her eublishers was James Ihitcomb Riley, who
"In this re!iion andianal the book is a succecs and a :eost




publishere asked the ycune clethor for contributions,r-)
from one other story, "The Flirtirre of ex. which
a))eared in The
-years before another work would ae)ear written by the author of
The Stories of a Sanctified To.en.
The next ten year of hu.-=' life
ccntirreous sickness and sorrow.
:ell of us here are
kith and kin of both author her characters."8
er•••••-••••-••• -•••••••C.




is Collis, the aunt whom




very ill with arthritis.
1I
So the two wo:aen left 7vansv111e, Indiana, and went to live in a
war:-.nr climate. Tne years were sent in Ploridal South Texas,
and ;,.lon-7 the Jersey Coast.1° Liiss Pun:Ian had herself beun to
slIffz-:' cruelly fro:a the insomnia which was river after:Tards to
leave her. After some years she .:Tent with her aunt, witom she
was no no Icr..;cr strong enou7h to nurse, to the home of her
zrandfather Dr. John D. Collins, in Covin;tc,a, Kentucky, arrl
here, tho-,zn very ill, she enroll. in Se -)tember, 1905, for
-1 soecial courses in the colley;e of Liberal _:--rts of the University-1
1 of Cincinnati. Although suffering frightfully from a nervous
breakdown, she finished the courses in 2n31ish for she was
enrolled with the high record of three A's and oile 3.11
10J. W. Townsend, oo. cit., ). 247.





IT17LF A =.1.:Ar, 
1699 there was inaugurated in the Kentucky Mountains
"the first exneriment in rural settlemenT, rork ever made in this
country—or anyThre else in the vorlr', fcr thet ma7,ter."1
Under the snonsership of tie Pederaticn of Woman's Clubs of
Kentucky, Katherine Pettit, of LexinC.,on, and May Stone, of
Louisville, accomnaniee by four other young Blue Grass women,
went up into the heart of the feud-ridden mountains two days'
journey from a railroad to engage in social work and to see what
needed to be done.
Their first summr was spent in tents at Hazard, the small
county sot of Perry County, -:.here the terrible French-Eversole
feud, in rIlich at least Eeventy men - 7rished, had recently cicse(',
their se nd on Troublesome Creek at the vill -!ge of Hindman in
Knott County; their third on Carr 's Pork in Perry County.
At the end of tl-e close and friendly contact of three
summers 7rit'rl the people Miss Pettit and Lass Stone knew w) .At the
real needs of the section -eere and met them by or:ening in 1902,
in Knott County, a larLe sc'euol, the Hindman Settlement School,
whieh corIbin,e industrial and academic training with many forms
of social service.
Mere ofthe -ecrk being d,:ne by Miss Pettit and Miss Stone
reached Lucy --'11e-aan, who har just finished her special 7crk in
1A. Ere.dley, "Women on Troublescr7e, Scribner's, IXTII
(1918), 317.
IZ
the University of Cincinnati. Remembering Katherine Pettit as a
former schoolmate, Miss Furman wrote to her and acked permission
to spend a month rith the group in the mountains. In recalling
thin visit, Miss Furman said,
I didn't know whethEr Miss Pettit
would remembe: me or not. When te went
to school at Sayre Institute in Lexington,
Kentucky, I was very young are giddy; but
I always admired Katherine, who was very
serious.
Whether 1:i3s Pettit would remember Lucy Furman was not the
so much as whether she would recognize the visitor, now
so worn, ill, rule deressed, as the same lively girl she had
known at Sayre.
Yi,;F: Furman hoped she might fine some light outdoor work at
th(,: school in which she could engage. And in this she was not
disaprOfnted. Someone was needed to take charge of t:-e gardens
and grounds; so she offered her services. Miss Pettit telle
somethi7oc of her unceasing energy in the following incident:
She ras full of a desire to be a real
hello during those weeks. We were living
in a very Primive way, and when :Liss
Furman asked for a job I told her to make
sod salad every night for supper. She
enthusistically said, "All right, where
shall I get the material?" I relied, "We
haven't any thing. You will just hlNe to
fine something."
Two days' journey from the railroad she
had a good salad for us every night. We
never knew how or where she got the material.
That was characteristic of her always.
Whatever she eie she not cnl, die rell but
in the most approved method/
Letter to the - riter, Marc7r, 2-, 1933.
-saT*-40—
4
14the onening of the school in August. she reeained to take
nernanPnt charge of tel- e gardens and grounds, an from thet time
on s'he snent many hcurs d-ily out of doors, ,suervising he work
of the boys. This helped her inscmnia to sone exfent. The
garden activities were fraught with many problems. Liss Pettit
tells ef one of them:
One day Miss Furman cetme running into the
office exclaiming, ":!liss :Tettit, I just can't
stand these Fineman hogs another minute. I
spent all day yesterday helping the boys to
fix the fence and now the hcgs are all in
again. Before I was out of my room this
morning Shadrach came to my door saying, 'Miss
Furman, the garden is plumb full of hogs. I
drove two out the gate and the others just
clumb the fence.' You have just got to
get us a new fence."
I told h.,cr to write me a letter saying
why we needed the fence. That letter was a
classic., it brought the fence and more
bsidee.e
Are so in the surer cf 1907 Lucy Furman entered, rather
unexpectedly, aWerk in which se was to be engaged for seventeen
and one-half years.
In the beginnirel there were only three acres cf sc,-oo/ lane.
This was later increased to nearly two hunered; so the farming
operaticnr soon included a dairy and the growing cf feed for
cows and farm mules, as well as for the school family of cne
hundred aee fifty. All the work done on the farm was done by
the boys, large and small, under Miss Furman's direction. She
describes, farming as the meet interesinr work she ever eft:,
7Tetter to the writer, lay 5, 1933.
fr-t•••••••••••MNONI0 " "'TM'
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-tndthe kind she likes best.
La'.er in that first f.111, she assuned mother responLibility.
.Small boys had not been t..lken to live in the school before th.
terrn, and ran away because of homesickness faster than their
Parents could brinc them in. The 1.7-2.n on tlee faculty, a
younc, rrinual tra'ninE teacher, lived 7ith the small boys at
their cottage, but the boys die not feel at home. Miss Furman
saw the little fellows 7eening or gloom:int.: around at their work,
felt very sorry for then, and became deeply interested in them.
Finally she a7,ked the Head-rorkerF: to let her go over to the
small boys' cottage rme see rhether she could not get the boys
rooted. The heir's bladly conserved and from that time on the
little 7dle toys became not only Miss Purnan's joy, but -then
shortly aftertrd sl-e lost her aunt and grandfather, the boys
were her family and her very life as Tell, giving her courage to
Ec on living. A record of the days spent by Lucy Furman as house-
mother to these snail mountain boys is gi7en in her delightful




Beginning in December, 1910, an continuing through July,
1911, The Century Marazine publishee a series of stories by Luc:,
Furm-in under the followine tit1es:1
1. The Two Homesicks
2. The Pure Scholar
7 Fightingest Boy
4. The Born Trader
5. The Boy That Fit the Marshal
6. The Tender Passion
7. rucky Mars, Hero
6. Lucky'!; Big Brother
In 1913 TI-e 1:acmi11an Company rubl'sher tle too,
rn Perilous, vl-ich :as a compilation of the stories previously
nrintee by The Centur:- Company.
To reae Mother:r„ on Perilous is to feel at once the
enthusiasm lne sir.-- ity of the author in her treatme.A of all
77e incidents c?"rrni-,•le within its paces. The took is 7-ritten
in the first 'person rat'-er than in the 4 .7-' Person as found in
the stories. 1.",-.e that of a diary, to the feeling
of intimacy.
Miss Furman says:
I scl-,col several y.-- ars tefcre
1T1-e_ 296-3C2.; 44:7T-442; 51-565; 767-
'774; '1:11), 57-64; 297-3C4;
IAN
1'.The Feaes" woule let me write at all. Theywere afraie I would hurt the feelings of themountain people. "You let me alone," I sale',"I know what to leave out." Nevertheless, Iwrote under their 7rotest.
When asked why she wrote tYe bock, Miss Furman answered
very emphatically, "I ero -,e because I had to, because I loved
the little boys and found them so enelesrly interesting."
"Are the incieen-s all true ones, or are they imaginary?"the writer asked. She replied, "any of the smaller incidents
are true, and the whole is a true nicture of t,-.e life we lived
Another pictu .e of Liss Furman's life at this time is given
by a Yinem-In teacher in the mountain speech:
About then, another woman, name o2 Furman,c=me in to dwell amcngst us and her eelibhtwas in the boys. Just like a loving maw shewas to them. She naee 'em work, too! Gee, oh,hcw them little fellers die scrub: She didn'thold with them layin' back an sayin': "That'swimnenes crk." She'd work outdoors with 'emherself, putting in gyareen truck and lovelieraIlling posies.
Nights, afore books, they'd frolic a spell.Ycu could hear 'em all up and down Trouble-some . . . Picking the banjo and doing stepsor playing the cld dulcimer and singingAnd if so be they got skeeree o' theirown hant-tales or wanting their mammies, she'dbaby 'em a lettle and get 'em in heart for thelonesome nivht.2
Beginning with the last Thursday in July and running to
!aster Sunda7, re have in Yotherinc: on Perilous the record of
the joyful, tragic, nerve-racking, and humorous events that took
'Ann Con, "The Little Bro':.n Hou-,e," At the F1_71,'man Sehool (pa ---let).
place in tat hone for small boys. One of the most interesting
fetures of t,e entire book ± the cnt: attjtuees and
reactions of both Miss Furman and the tw.qve 1it-.1= mountain
boys to each other. The follorinE passages will reveal to the
reader the evident healing of the heart and -.frit of 1,:iss Furman
through her busy day :: of res7lonsibility.
After seven days of experience with the toys we find the
author saying, because of tl-rir terrific fights:
Of course it is all a mistake, and I mustgive it up, even sooner than I had antici-pated. But I am sorry, . . . the boys aremost attrac-Ave, and time spent with thempasses with lightning swiftness, . . .
incredible as it seems, for seven whole daysI have not had a chance to think of myself,my grief, my loneliness.'
Later we fine this conclusion: ". . . but distraction is
far better than desolation."4
A month later comes the confession:
Four weeks to-day since I acquired my familyof sons, anA now it seems as if I had had themalways. So far from bethg ready to leave nowmy month is out, wild horses could not drag meaway . . . My days are cr ed with human interest,exciting as a dime novel.
After the celebration of Thanksgiving day comes the
reflection: "Then ws a lonely heart more truly comforted, a
forlorn creo_ture snatched from greater desolation to brighter







Re)chine the last rage of the book, how a reaeer's heart
trills with the sincere .-ords of the author: "Henceforth my
home is 1- pre, . . . here, where my once lonely and (rifting
barque is hele in -. fr_ir harbor by twelve strong anchors."7
'Liss Furman recently saw, "A lffe :f responsibility is the
only one."
To read the book is t- be exceedingly conscious of the
unfoleinc of heart arid warning of sDirit in each of the boys.
.1 There 7:re twelve mountain children, all different in t:.-) . Some
are hp-ro-worshippersi some braggarts, some motherless, one a born
trader, All strengthenee by a hand-to-hand struggle with nature.
The outstanding characteristic of the group, next to their war-
likeness, is certainly reserve. Strangely enough, candy, bright
red paint for the "fireboards," wall paper with red roses, and
"fotchee-on" corn poppers 1-,(1 a great deal to do with the
breaking down of this wall.
From Iry Atkins, ten years old and a "pure scholar," came
-4 the first intimation to this lonesore woman of the place she was
occupying in the hearts of her boys.
Telli of an occasion when she rebuked lry for the use of
oaths, she says:
I tole him the only way for him to ctop was
tc keen on trying, and how very happy it








- romisee to try and try, "Because," heeee in a rhisner, "I like you." Howh7..nr.y his v.ores made me, and they are thefir -- tg indite that any of my boys carefor me.'
T.1 rained for Nucky Lars, ace eleven and the cost distant
and ve, to shot her just wha.t she needed to do to get
closer -.: her charges.
I was surprised to see mucky halt beforeme ane eye me frowningly from head to foot.
"717:-_at makes you allus wear ole ugly blaclothes?" he inquired. "Haint you got nonretty ones, like t'other women?"
"You don't like it?" I askPe.
as soon look at a coal-bank, or a-cuzzar,'," he replied.9
-7-.o,ting- upon his aevice, she chanEee to a 7."-i 1 e dress.
The re =7::n on The boys ras sur-;)risinc.
resr,onsible 'or yet another chance. A bright re
dress 7-S.B :reeree. riss Furman left nothing undone that would
7r1P1-.7 ceeee in her undertaking. That the red eress helped,
cne -7'nen he reads:
Re, the color of life, certainly appealsv7:%'en I mit on the cardinal dress,- ev Icve to stroke it with their hanes, orri !. -eir hear's against my shoulders as
rinf-, on Perilous brings to one a happy insight




Point, . . . and he makes his bed eve
and couldn't be a soldier if he didn'
The two stood, dazed and pondering
minutes; then rucky quietly flung an
sheet across to Killis, with the rord
son, take-tjr.olt of that kiver, and le
straiClt!"11
11110!e., pp. 72-73.
tact, and humour, her love of children, and dee:: responsi7enesz
to the beauties of nature are all to be gleaned through the
reading of the personal account of actual happenings in the
settlement school.
Mere are so many delightful incidents in t-re story t- at
it has been difficult to choose from then one to use in illuz-
tration of Miss Furran's adeptness in handling children.
Each little boy felt it a disgrace to Perform any t.k
that could not be classified as a "man's r-ork." Consequen-Lly
ris Furman often had to use great strategy in handling
situations.
Cn a certain morning Lucky and Killis rebelled at mai.inE
tees, and stated their intentions to leave unless given "men's
r-ork" all the time.
us see in Lass Fu man's own wores what took pl=,ce:,
ry reply, "But making beds is men's work,"
was met with incredulous whistles.
"Now, boys," I said, "how about soldiers, . . .
do you call them men?"
"By grab, them's the only men is men, • • •
Nucky.
"Well, soldiers rLake their beds every day,"








Lucy Furman, P lover of literature, was anxious
 to instil
in her boys a similar interest in books. She ofte
n read to the
boys or tole them stories, but at first they were 
completely
bored. Nucky voiced the sentiment of the crvod when 
Tie inter-
rupted the story of Robinson Crusoe to ask, "Dien't 
he never 6et
into no fights, or kill nobody? 
'112 These boys ,oho lived in a
feud district "had nothing but contempt for Achill
es, sulking
5n his tent, arid for Kenelaus letting his rife be 
ntolen."13
Later the Trojan war stories produced a eiff
ereot effect.
The boys became so imbued ith the spirit of the heroes 
of Troy
that fighting becorre the order of the day.
Even little Jason slipped out under the
benches at church this morning while I 
played
the organ, .rie was found later cut in the road
in front of the court,house, covered with mud
,
but with the white-hot joy of having
"whupped-out fur-at-a-time" of the little
villnge boys.I
Luc Furman was not to be eiscou - aged with the 
results of
her stories. S,-e very tactfully turned to stories of 
heroes who
won glory by fighting, not one another, but drarons ane giants.
After two weeks' association with Hawthorne's Toneer 
Tales the
'toys became very enthusiastic explorers "of caves, 
coal-banlcs,
and rock dens for minotaurs and dragons, and fcune noth
ing worse









Lucy Purmar, OD. Cit., 82.
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teachr's remark "You ought to be ashamed," Philip answers
flippantly, "I ras behind the door when 0.7!7:e passed by."19 Arir
another contemptuous remark of PhiliP, (Tandsome never earnt hi2
salt; when a man steps in tY , door, looks fly up the chimb1y,'-'
These ar.d other e*:.nressions give to the book much of te
and quaintness for which it is known,
Each of the twelve boys in the took has his ovn charm thu.t
plac - him forever in the heart of the reaeer.
Yucky, involved as he is in tragedy, is very outstanding. It if:
interestine, to know that Nucky is now a very successful business
man in Cleveland, Ohio, Little Hen, the personification of
indeDendence and chief news-gatherer, is delightful. Pilip
Sydney Floyd certainly stands out in the
first as the cilreless, "sassy," stinEy boy, entirelj unlike the
other Phili.) Sydney; later, rs• t.2.- e epitome of style. The
miraculous transformation wa effected by 77:':.1sey Warrick, the
and Dil,sey are grown, she has become
and he has married
Of the telvc cy described in Mother:Inf. on Perilous. no
other one is quit Geord 4_e, the born 7.rader.
At regular intervals Gesrdir starts a new 'ashion for r!oh on-
he can supply the eeman. 7:?.atever he takes in on a tr%/e he
25t-4
I
uses again to start some other fad. Pop-guns, balls,are marbles all hit the boys regularly under Geordie's
connivance. And hie "born tr,der's ability in sunplyinc a demandis exceeded only by his genius in creating it.h22
In talking of Geordie Miss Furman said:
The last I heard of him he was making moneyhands over fist rith a c;ain cf shows. Afterhe left the school, he came back on a visitane put on so many airs that the boys saidthey would like to have rieder him on a rail.
I wish my boys wouldn't leave the mountains.I'd like for them to settle there in ter orncommunities. SomP of the boys have disappointedre, but it is not their fault, only their'background. Others are successful. Manyhive married well, and some have named theirchildren for me.
What has been the general criticism of Motherinr, onPerilous?
The author calls this "the book of her heart and loves itbetter than anything else she has written."23 It is dedicatedto the boys about whom she wrote.
Miss Furman is very anpreciative of the illutrat!ons inthe boo .. "I think that it is marvelous," she said, "ho Grucer and Mrs. 2-clallan caught the s7,irit of the mountain storywhen neither of them had ever visited the mountains."
1.1r. Yorace Kennart, author of Our Southern HiEhlanders andan authority on mountain people, 7urm-_n knows themountain People better than they know themselves."
n. 252.




The eeitor of The Century ,Mag,zine, Er. Gilder, rer-,.rked,
'These :-re real stores of real little boys."
It is a distnot and unu,ual compliment to the author of
Mothering on Perilous that the book has been used as supple-
mentarl reading material in an eeucation course in Western
Kentuckylgtate Teachers College, Bowling Green, Kentucky, taucht
by Dr, A. L. Crabb. This well known Southern educator says:
I thought the book bj Miss Furman had in
it some very good side lights on the nrocess
of teaching. In a phr=lse, it humanized
teaching; and, therefore, I tl- oight it belonged
very anpropriately to the list of books which
a prospective teacher might read with great
credit. As a matter of fact, it die not bear
directly on teaching; but some of the very
best lessons are taught by indirection.24
Young 7. Allison, Sr. once made tl-e remark that "in her
book ::ot'rerinL on Perilous, Miss Furman has unconsciously but
very accurately Presented a good deal of her life."25 A large
Dart of the success of the book my be attributed to the
personal element.
Since the publication of Mothering on Perilous there have
come from the pen of this observer of hichland lie three other
mountain novels, none of which has quite the same freshness in
style and arpeal as -.his first volume that chronicles the
incidents exnerier.-ed by the author in her years of mot'ering
on Perilous.
24Leter to the writer, March 30,
25Young 7. Allison, Jr., letter to the 171-:-Lr,
CHAPTER V
OTHER 1:OUr,TAT7 rcv.17is
An ',Important feature of the rindman Settlement School had
always been the hospital an nursing denartzlient. In 1912 there
was 7,ublished in The Century a short story by Lucy _Pr.1::an which
gives sore idea of this branch of the work.' In 1915 the eory
appeared as a small volume entitled Si-ht to the 1.ine.' The
bock contain3 an introduction by Ida Y. Talbell and an afterword
written by the author, in which she gives a summary of the work
done by Katherine Pettit and Ma 'y Stone.
The tenderly written story contained 5n the book concerns
Aunt Dalmanutl-y, a proud mcuntain woman, who is blind from
cataracts. Aunt Dalmanuthy is suffering more because she is
pointed to by the icnorant mcuntain preac7-frs as one who has
been cursed for her rebellicus attitude at the death of he:
"onliest little gal 7vy." Under the tactful persuasion of the
school nurse Aunt Dalmanuthy goes down into the "level land" and
is relieved of her trouble by a surgeon. By way of celebration
the mountain wonan adorns herself with bright-colored stcre-
clothes and store teeth and returns tc the mountains, where she
entertains her frieni's and neighbors with an account of her
ride on the cyars" and of her subsequent adventures.
In the introduction Tea L. Torben says, "a more
1The Century, "Sight to the :dine," LXXXII: 1912), 390-397.
2Lucy Furnn, Siih1. to the Eline (7,:ew York: :jacmillanComrany, 1914).
a- aa.a a • a. a
4 11uminating inter7retation of the settlement ieea than Mies
-1;lurnian's stor4 es Si. to tl'e Elind and IZothering, on Perilous
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does not exist."
Life in and about the se.Alement school was Tiver monotonous.
7ach day brought its quota of excitin;-, amusing, ;-ind often sad
haPpeninEs. To Lucy Furman, all the nassinE scenes rove t1-.em-
selves into :tores, and the author was anxious to uti]ize the
material at hand. She vas anxious to tell somethinE of the work
carried on so remarkably by Kiss Pettit and Kiss Stone. However,
they objected. "You may write about yourself," they said, "but
we don't want publicity, and you write about us until the
school is at leas: twenty years old."
With th's promise in mind, Luc:- Furman wrote her stories,
and in May, 1922, exactly twenty years from the formal opening
of the sciool, the first story of "The quare Women" series
appeared in The Atlantic :!Onthlz. Trom Lay until Decer:cer of the
same year, there a7peared each month in The Atlantic a new
episode concerninr, the doints of the "fctched-on women."
These stories, with four additicnal ones, appeared In book
form3 in 1923 with the followinc nrefaces
The atmoshere cf this scrys its
bacgro,.2ne, and even many its incidents,
arise from the author's connection with the
Hindman Settle:Tent School in Fhott County,
"Kentucky.
The reader is introduced to the "cuare women" by Rutherals
conversation with Aun7 Ailsie.
-;
-7re uare Women (liosten: IittLe, rown, and Company, 29:13).
rar, there's a passel of quare women
cone in from fur in parts and sot 'em
some cloth houses there on the n'int above
the courthouse, and carrying on some of
the outlandishest doings ever you hearer'
of. And folks a-pouring up th7-.t hill till
no jury c t hardly be got to hole court
this reek.
Uncle Lot, an Old Primitive, remembered Solomon's counsel
to "Tizir of the strange wor-n," and coming home from court he
spoke of thc women as "quare fotchee-on ones that blows in from
God L:rows wharf and darrs their Maker with naught but a piece of
f-i.ctory betwixt them and the elements!"5
From the day the "quare women" pitched thrir tents until the
end of that first sumr.er we have a record of "the experiences of
these young women 6et fortl' with lass rman's rare gift for
humor and pathos."6
After a summ,,r spent in being neighbors, comrades, and
learners as —ell as teacYers,7 the "quare women" received an
urgent invit,tion from the citi-ens tl-rough their spokesman,
Uncle Mphrair. Kent, to "stay ath us and do sonlethini, for our
_young ones, that Llo-tly run Tile now, drinking and shooting. We




6-Grace Jones, "Lucy Furman, Social Worker File Story-Teller,"
Boston Eveninr. Transcript, Eovenber 5, 1927.
7Ida Tarbell, Introduction tc Lue - Turman's SiFht to the
Blind (Yew York: Macmillan Com:any, 19i-).
Luey Furnrtn, Sitt to tl7e Blind, AfterTorr'.
There were offers also of labor and timber. The invitation
was too press:in/7 tc be refused; so Jimy ane Virginia, who in
reality were Yisses Stone ane Fettit, answered the call in the
affirmative.
A new series cf stories called "The Return of the quare
Women," anpearee in The Atlantic 2.:enthlv in 1925. These stories,
with additional cnes, were published in the form of a novel in
1925,9 and they continue the story of The Quare 7oren. The
boo, which is called The Glass Window, is dedicated to Lay Stone
who is still he 37E.,e of the Hindman School, Katherine Pettit
having left in 1913 to start a new school at Pine fountain in
Harlan County. The reader of The Glass Window is an enthusiastic
onlocker at the "school raising"; and later, at the Christmas
tree, he certainly shares sore of the excitenent of the children
and women N..ro see t'-eir first store dolls or "nonpets." As the
e
story of the growth of the sc'ool continues, ore meets characters
who are stamped indelibly in the memory. Little Lowizy shculd
be -entitled to a nlace in the ranks of the immortal children of
literature. Interest is sustained throughout the book by Aunt
Ailsie's well-laid nlan for gaining Uncle Lot's permission to
place a glass winder in the wall of tl--er old log house. With
the strategy of a general she at last wins not one class v.indow
but two.
In The uare Women and The Glass Window Lucy Purn has
logged the nroEress of the Hindman Settler:lent Schcol with an





unerrinc hand. In aedition "she has naintee with fidelity ane
humor a li- tle-enown corner of America."10
7arh of these books has ha e a vice circulation. While
treveling in South America, Miss Pettit found a cony of The ,Civare6
'Women in an American library in the heart of the Anees Mountains.
Many missiOnaie, societies have maee requests to use The Ouare
Woren an The Glass Window as the text in mission study classee:11
in rritint her fourth novel, Lucy Furman die not, follow
her fa:err 7,1 -3n. Ionescre 70.1e, nablishee in 1927, does not
concern life at the school; neither was it written first in the
forn of short stories. This bock is the author's first full-
length ncvel. Miss Turman has sie the she hr,..e never thcught
of writ in a novel of such length, but "this onr was there one
• had to be 1,7rittn.n12,
4
1
Lucy Furman has a deep annreciaticn of the m:untain songs.
The title of te book yes ten from a son. Only the-.first
t'eo lines of the sons's refrain were known by Miss Furman, but
she was much attracte' by them. ",ith these lines as -a basis, she
wrote the song that apnears in the story. Another illustration
of the author's ability to write verse moeelee after the true
ballad is found in Blant's ballad in Mothering on Perilous.
"Tothing," she says, "th=rcres such light on the life of- neople
1°Arthur Pound, "Trouble Shooting on Treeblesome," Theinde-oeneent, =7 (1925), 708.
"Jennie Brishe, Secretare.- of 7-Itist 7:anon's 1:icelonaryUnion of Kentucky, cenversation with the 'rriter.




as its son. That tl-e Southern Highlaneers remain tp this day
unknown an misunderstood is Probably owing to the fact that no
one, so far, has =de a really intimate stuey of their songs."1C
Lonesome_Roae ir3 the story of a mountain youth who for many
years knows only tragedy. However, as the novel eraws to a cloe,
lire takes on a brighter aspect.
The book has many well eelineated characters. Among these
are Cindy, t'.e Franenctl-er; Pope, who brings trageey to those
who love her best; ::inta, who was denrivee of her childhood; ane
Jared, a talented yeunE mountaineer.
There is also the character of old .1"):.c Ross. Do . Ross, as
he -as csalee in the novel, was a real -oerbon. His father hae
come from North Carolina to Kentucky brining with him -orks of
the BrItish poets. Fro:. this source the son receives his only
education. Jaree gained a great dea of philosophy of life
the old eoctor, who bel:eved that 'Kt's the humble tht sees
both nature ane Goci.“14
One feels in reing le-Ps:rm.% that the author has
interwoven much of her own feeling of tragedy into the story.
Certainly it was her cwn experience that aided her in writing
the song "Ioresc:T.- Road."
T stared 1j 4'e's bec.konin.: toae,A-erinkin:7 youth's sweet wine;Arcre me 11 was beautiful-fair,
13Tucyur.n, Foreword to Jean Thomas' T.'4, P..17 1 (Chicago: W. W. Hatfiel, 1931), 7.
141.ucy Furman, Ionesor.le Road, (rioston: Little, Drown, andCom7any, 1.28), 2. 271.
Tittles
33.
And all I see,' was mine.
Oh, life is a long ard lonesci.e road
ron't set your ho es too high, Oh:
Full many a dan:-er's lurking there,
Full many a snare and sigh, Oh:
Ly lpayrents hele me by the h,ne,ro co3Z blast bloTed on me,
All safe and sheltered, I allowed
That sorrow e'er must shun me.
Eut at a turn, Oh were was they
That companied me so loving?
Oh, goni , oh vanished from my sik,ht,
-Oh, lost past all recovring:
rl'e next trc stanzas contain in brief the story of the book.
loved a woman, fair beyand
The Power of words to borrow.
Oh, where is she, the false true-love
That 'pierced my soul with sorrow
I had a friend, a bosom fr-lend,
Than brother dear, far dearer,
0 God, and was his hand the one
To plunge the knife more nearer?
'Oh, life is a long and a lonesne road,
Don't set your hopes too high, Oh!
Pull many a danLer's
Pull many a snare and sigh, Oh:"
77:. 4-5.
CHA2TER 71
"::ORT STORIES .AI'D ARTICLES
Pri!narily a short st.,ry w‘ritr, Lucy Punaan has written a
nun7ber of stories beside.; those which have been com?iled and
oubli.sed in boo:.: form.
A year after the ?ublication of Stories of a Sanctified
Town, there a??eared in The Century a new story which had not
been included in the volume.1 Toy Nic:cins, a character in
the other stories of "The Station," is tie hero of the new
sketch. The title, "The Flirting of Mr. :Tickins," is suggestive
of the theme of the story. Howevr, one must finish the last
paragra?h to learn the sur?risinj; outcorhe of the flirtation.
Humor and a realistic, small-town atlaosyclere characterize the
sketch.
The love affair between Dilsey and 2hilip, which had 11:.- en
partia117 narrated in Liotherin7, on 2erilous, is further
Aievel-oped in a new story entitled -"Course of True Love."2
third member of the "eternal triangle" is introduced in the
character of Lie Unn. Hen, the observant, fells that the
adva.ata7;e belongs to Li.;e, "Of course LiL.e beir.k; fifteen and a
head taller ac a tow.1 boy, and his paw kee?ing store,
.icmen they li7-ce size and style and ;3resents,the
scurvy little jades."
1 r•r•.ne Cent-Irv, "The rlirti-7; of (1?7„
330-8A.J.
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Philipte corresoondehce during this tiorie sno-.7s that he does
1.ot intend to lose his girl.
Dear Freiend I now rite ycu these few
lines to inform you I am well and ho)e
you are the Same I would of rote before
but it kecos 3uizzey ritini to Dilsey
what e)air tioie I got I oought her a Silk
Handkerchef with 3lossoms all imbroyed in
the corner off Geordie Yonts theres few
.7ir1s gets the money sent on them she
does. Your 3est Frieind
Philio Floyd.
The fact that Dilsey aecepts an ao?le, five stie - of
oe2permint candy, and a "joke of lio-iorice-draos" and eats tem
right opang under ihilipts eyes" develops a Lunn-Floyd Feud
which accorclinj; to Hen "was aimin,; to be a sizeable one."
An accidental shot in Philiots leo rin.,:s the feud to a
close and sends Dilsey back to 2hilio, -.7ho e=laims joyfully,
"Gee oh, T wished itd ae go' e'.-^t sooner."
In 1912 Lucy Pundan started a ne'.7 series of short stories.
This series was to have a)oeared later in book form. In re,rard
to these stories te author says, "There was one other series
for The Centu-y.called "Doin:s on 2erilous," which I bean but
cou2d not ccrolplete on account of illnr,ss."3
'leaving her wor2L for a short time, loies Fui-ola_i went away
for rest and z.e(lical care. On her return she looked so much
imoroved that one of the mountaineers declored she "looked
pine-blank like P po)pet-doll .114_
3,J2Acy 17orolo,ol, letter to Oass Eusan Towles, a. d.
4c-race Jon-s, "Lucy Furman Social :Iforker ana Story-Teller,"
Boston Evenin.: Transeriot, Iloveelber 5, 1227.
4
Tour stories frcym this incm.Jlete series were. published
under the titles ".lard-hearted Barbary Allen," "The 'lost
ihowiest Child," "The Scarborough Spoons," and "Christmas
Tree on Cline_."5
e:iss Pur;ean considers "The Christmus '2ree on Clinch" her
best short story. The story relates the exaerience of one of
the social workers who made it possible for the eec)le "on
Clinch" to have their first Christaas tree. Joy and ,yathos
are intermin;led throu3hout, and the cltT.a.x is reached when
the Goodloe-Jeems Teud is brought to an end under the sell of
the _dessa!e, "Peace on earth, good will to;:ard men."
In her story "The Scarborough SJoons" iss Furman has
ia:iirectly discussed the ancestry of the mountaineer. In the
trek from the Coast over the Appalachians - to the land that is
.now 1:entucky and Tennessee, 11.any of the first families settled
in the Cumberland L:cuntains. Descendants of sood Thlish
stock, the present mountaineers have lost some of the "vigor
and hope of their forefathers, the Jionesrs -.rhe followed Daniel
Boone to hills, but not their cou,.:e or their pride."6 Itis not an uncam,lon occurrence for relationship beteen mountain
faailies and those elsewhere in the state to be diFenvered.This fact vzas brought vividly to the attention of _ass Turmanby an ex2erience of a school visitor. The visitor, a
-The Centu-- 77 17—:I (1912J, 732-74-1; Le= (1912-1g13),
_ • ..763-7C, 126-1, 163-171.
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;reat-eca.iddau7;hter of Governor 3helby, :as hishly educated and
was-accustomed to all social advanta3es. D'urino• her visit she
heard of a family of her own name. Upon investieetion she was
sur)rjsed to learn that members of the family visited, and
mem-)ero of her own family eli;rated from, the same locality in
Vir.sinia at the same time. Also, the family characteristic of
heisht vPas noted, which confireled her belief that there in the
heart of the hills she had found some of her own relatives.
With the true story as a basis, Lucy Furman wrote the
imarsinary story of "The ScarborouS4 3000ns." In no other or
has the Kentucky writer pictured the ancestral pride of the
mountain oeo)le any better than in this story. The story
concerns Emily Zce.rborou7,h, a well-known essayist, who identi-
fies uaknown relatives in the Kentucky mountains by means of
the :lames Emily, Guilford, and Theodosia, ee.lich have been kelt
in the family throun the centuries. -Lrhile visiting her new-
found kins3eol1e, Emily gives Dosia a set of silver spoons that
has come from the old home in England. The manner in which the
.e. eons are received *est illustrates the unconscious oride of
the mountaineer.A
J. W. Toweend, author of Kentucicy in A.eerican Letters,
has selected "Hard-hearted 3arbary Allen" L6 one of tne best
stories written by Lucy 7 The heroine of the story, with
traits similar to those of cruel 3arary-of ballad fame, is a
ty)ical coquette.
7j. j. Townsend, Kentuck.- in keerican letters, 2 vols.(Cedar Rapids, Iowa: The Torch .i-ress, 191,:), II, 243.
4
In the story "The _:ost Knowinest Child" we have a :lore
detailed account of Lowizy Rideout, a character whc later
a??e:P.red in The Glass 7indow.
In all of her stories and boos on the :aode s and elanners of
the iientucky 21ountaineer, Lucy Puriaan has written aothin alore
ca7tivatin3 thaa her story of =untain travel told in "Out by Ox
Tcam."
8
In sivinE7 her personal recollection of the journey Lucy
Purelaa aot only has „siven an authentic account of mountain
travel, but has unconsciously written a character sketch of
herself as traveler. The story reveals the author's sense of
humor es well as her ardent interest in all the oeople she meets.
r".2en the story- alpeared in The Cutloolc, it as featured in l=.-f -e
ty)e :,2-1 the cover of the 1-lagazine.
The Outioo had yablished another contribution by Lucy
"The Riht 31:ieriff," which is an article and not ashore
story, and which is an unbiased discuesion of t1oonshining."9
The article was written in aeereciation of a Knott County
sheriff who was not afraii to 2erfor.ei the duties of his office.
Public c3iaion in the mountains is somewhat divided oa the
a..3e subject of "stillin." Lis 2uraa has -siven both
ooiats of view. The first was heard re?eated1:7 frc.ri the
luountain wives and elothers. "1 tell you, woere-1, we ile.ve jot
a ri-;ht eheriff nom --et-0 a 'oreekin ul stills, and" tarrifyin
the stiller, and savin-; our boys for us." The 3coad e2inion
SOutlook, •
Z1. (1922, 4 )- C3.
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is 3iven in the words of a venerable citizen who said, "Eh law,
this fifty-dollar-a-still bounti is the )ure ruin of the country,
making men turn traitor agin' their awq flesh and blood and hunt
'em down like varmints!" The author gives her own view)oint in
the closing parre7h, "'Unfortunately a sheriff cannot succeed
77hether there will ever be any further enforceent of
liquor laws in "..inott County re.riains to be seen."
Certain incidents mae under .Liss Furaan's observation
which caused her to write an article entitled "jhy :Fe Need
Certified Charities."1° In this article she made an earnest
ao2eal for an or.;anization that would Oe reseonsible for
clacsifyinl: and inectin,; charitable institutions.
iss Fur:aan is interested not only in the :;elfare of
peo2le, but of aninaas as well. Her h1)-)Pnitarian princi?les
set forth in al. -_rticle, "The ')rice of ur," which
e_
was written
for The Atlant4 e _,:cnthly In the interest of cruelly-trae.)ed fur
bearin animals.113 in this heartfelt plea for huaane tra3oing,
lass Furaan advocates the use of tra?s which, instantly kill or
do not injure, fair methods of shootin-, or the net' and .(zrowin._;
method of fur farmir._7.
Lucy FurLiaa kno77s the mountain leo)le, and she has written
her Lalressions in a siaole and sincere manner. '2oo often
writers of mountain fiction have concentrIlted u,nn stories of
feud and uoonshine, and upon love affairs conducted by shot-3uns.
  Cen4-11-ey, XL"; (1V2S), 879-831.
11 ,1-.1e Atlantic  C=I (1922), 206-2,)9.
• ,...1Wie":rts......M?ViNMOO"•.44071.ggir,2"!..7,1"r'-7,7MYRP•0.1 71. 
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Conseouently the worlzs of these fictionists do not reflct the




In the fall of 1924, after seventeen and one-half years of
social service in the mountains of her native state, Lucy Fursian
realized that she must give up her work. eseated attacks of
influenza made it necessary for her to leave lientucizy and live
in a southern Plimate.1 Since that tisse she has lived mostly
in :Liami, Florid. During the summer months she usually visits
her sisttr, rs.Newman Collins, in Cranford, New Jersey. IL's.
Collins is 'sliss Furman's literary critic- and is also interested
in science.
At the time Sass PLI:%ailii found it secessary to leave
Hind-ssn, she was living with four small boys in a cottage which
she herself had built on a cliff above the other settlement
buildings. In this fs.roup was a little boy, ten years of a3e,
who had been taLen by 'sass Fursss_ on the death of his mother
six years before. 3ecause she lcved his so devotedly, Lucy
Parman too :i the lad with lier to Florida.
Durins the second year of 1.,4s stay there, the boy heard
that his father had been badly injured in a wagon accident.
He was content ss loner, for now he felt that his place was in
Kentuc1:y caring for "saw and the sroserty," his father - beinz
alone in the home. lith a real understanding of his homesic-s-ness
1,
(race Jcnes, "Lucy Fsrnsn, social s'orS:er and Stor:i-Teller,"3ostsn 72-Jenn.; Sovembe- 9 1927.




feeling of res)onsibility, ...ass Furman sent the boy baCk to
his father. Throuch the years that followed 'this sturdy youth
performed the hoele end farm tasks which were his and, in
addition, walked five miles back. and forth to school in Hindman,
where he ,:raduated at the head of his class.
In the fall of 1932, assisted by - aes Furman, the boy
entered Berea College, Beree., Kentucky. Soon after his entrance
into the schcol he received new honors by winain a three-mile
race in the College Track :.:eet. In a letter to ,.ass Furalan the
winner attributed his success to his long hie bace and forth
to school in Hindman, which had ke)t hie) in splendid physical
condition. The boy wants to enter the profession of his
grandfather, "Cld Doc Ross" of Lonesome Road. _ass Fiiai hoes
that this mountain youth :Lay have a medical course in Johns
e_Hopkins University. Interested always in her boys, Lucy Fundan
has made it financially possible for a auelber of them to attend
college. lluoky, the hero of .L.othering on Perilous, was sent to
Philli)s-Lmetc,- and laterito Harvard.3
Through her writin - ..ass Funaan he_s enlisted the sympathy
and Interest of many eople in the mountain children of whom she
-r 2A 4- A, one time it was suggested that the Kentucky divisicn
of the Daughters of the American Hevolution might establish a
lar7e scholarshie fund for these children. In reee)onee to the
suestion Lass Puralan said,
If there is any work' in thr. world that is
•;,




truly Patriotic, any in which the D. A. R.especially ouht to take an interest, it isthis work of ours for the mountain children,practically all of whom are descended fromRevolutionary officers or soldiers who receivedland grants for their services and settled afine, sturdy race of pioneers in these mountains.Five :eneraticns of isolation, deprivation, andigncrance have failed to take from them theirpride, their native intelligence, and theirambition to get "laming" in site of everythin.
Although many miles are now between Lucy Furman and the
mountain boys he loves, she thinks of them constantly. ITothinc
gives her such joy as her correspondence with them and their
wives. When a child is named for her iiss Furman is delighted
and feels that she is greatly honored. In answer to the
oweetion, "How many boys have you mothered" :ass Furman
replied, "Oh I don' know just how nany, but there are over
seventy I oray for every ni2ht."5
Hendeneon, rentucky, the birthplace of Lucy Furman, '1-s- very
der to her memory. She ho2es that some day she may write some
stories about the early days in the historic old town. In 193
Lucy furma,1 was chosen a an honorary member of the Henderson
County Historical Society. The attitt.de of :Liss i't.,L.-̂ man toward
her home town is revealed in a letter written to the 2resident
of the Society at —the time of her electicn.
I an deeply comlilltmented at being madean honorary member of your society, alcngwith LT.  -Young E.: Allison and _rs. ElIazIcyHouston? Banks. Nothing in the world couldmake me happier than to thLIk I an• remembered in my dear old home town, to
4Ibid.
5r3rape Tones, ol. c4t.-
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which I have so long -ueen a stranger. There
Is nothing so beautif-,41 and yet so poignantly
sad as the hoe of one's Childhood. I felt
for a Ion: time that I could never come back
to Henderson but, thank Heaven, as the years
pass the sadness is swallowed up in beauty
and I may yet feel that I can bear to return.
In 192V the Henderson County Historical Jociety celebrated
the early history of the town, and Lucy FUrman was invited as
one of the guests of honor for the occasion. In answer to the
invitation Miss Furman says,
_Nothing could mean so much to me as to
be present at the unveiling of the tablets
on October ll, commemorating the early
history of our beloved town.
It is because I love Henderson so much
that I have not returned to it before now.
I felt it would be very sad in some ways.
And yet, it would be a ha2oy thing for me,
too, seeing those who remain, and ;enewing
the ties broken so many years ago.'
This letter was followed by another on September 12 in
which she says,
Since writing you last I have been far
Iron well---a return of an old and very
annoying trouble---and I am beginaing to
think I may notibe able to come for the
unveiling. I can't stand the least bit of
cold---it simply ruins me.
In another letter to :ass Towles, in which she anticipated
a visit to Henderson, Mis Furin said, "It will be lovely to
get back where I an called by my old nickna:ae 'Pearl' again."
3Zention has been made of the article "Price of Fur" which
was written by Lucy Furman in the interest-.of the Anti-Steel-Trap
E-..e,,ter to l:iss Towles, Se3te:::':,er 5, 1929.
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s:oveent. The League, which is a national organization incorpo-
rated under the laws of the District of Columbia, has no aaid
officials. Lucy Pumwiln shares the honor of the office of Vice-
president with George Arliss, Katherine gayo, Lrs. argaret
Deland, and others of similar renown.
The naticnal President, srs. Edward Break, says tribute to
Liss PUrmPn as follows:
She is a valuable officer of our
League because of her broad Irimsnitarian
Principles and the fact that she is,
despite her ill health and limited strength,
a real crusader in the cause of trapped
animals. She was one of the first writers
to respond to the :ilea the Anti-Steel-Tra?
Learrue sent out for authors to use their
7ifted Pens in defence of our sadly exaloiteri
furbearers. s..iss Furman wrote a salendid
article called "Price of Fur" which was
published in The Atiantfc Lonthlv.7
In the article menticned by 1.:rs. Ereck, Lucy Furman sets
forth the purpose of the league in her usual simale and direct
manner:
The Anti-Steel-Tra) League is organizedwith the ob,ject cf getting laws passed by
the le7islatures of all the states.against
the manufacture, sale, or use of the steel
trap. This league in no way opposes Cr
antagonizes the fur trade; its sole purose
is to bring about the tsdin cf furs in a
humane wy.3
Lucy Furman has worked as much as her strength Permits in
the interest of the league. Recently her time has been given to
correspondence in order that she might influence State
?Letter to the 1933.
8"2,-ice of Fur," Atlant.c, CLII (1928), 2u9.
/11.01.1111%.
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Federations of Women's clubs to arouse sufficient Public sentiL,ent
to make the passa.:e of a law possible. Laws have been passed in
three states.
During the winter of 1932-19a3 dssFurman has been working
with the two hundred federated women's clubs of Florida, trying
to :get them all interested in the passage of the Anti-Steel-Tran
bill in the next legislature.9 Looking to the future, iiss
Purnan has said, "Next year I do hope that I may be able to iget
a rientucky Division started."1")
;Liss Furiaan is interested in Progress, but she regrets that
the new civilization which is coming so fast into the Kentucky
ll'ountains is affecting the cuaint ancestral customs and the
Elizabethan speech of the mountain folk. The vanguards of this
civilization, the railroad and the mining camp, unless cuic:ly
follorred by schools and churches have a bad effect on the '-
Southern mountaineer. He catches uP the vices of the incoming
current only too rapidly. "The mining towns are an abomination,"
said Lis Furman In furVner explanation she related how the
mountaineer sells his land to the mining cam.- any for an aelount
that represents a fortune to him, but which, in reality, is only
a nominal sum. He moves into the cam, where his money quickly
disanlears. Thus he is forced to return to the land as a renter,
and never again rises to the Proud position of "freeholder.
Miss rman has told something of these conditions in her novel





Lucy Furlan is interested in many things, but able to de
few, because of the severe inso-inia which has afflicted her sinee
her ::outh and which sometimes for years at a time makes it
im.)oesible for her to do any writin-, at all. 3he can never plan
ahead as other writers can, but lives under a cruel handicap.
iiss Pur:aan has written her books as a result of real
literary feclins and never for the sake of Propaganda. She
writes only of the thins she feels imoelled to tell.
'When the publisher of a large weekly
paper asked her for a Christmas story and
indicated a sum. that most writers Nculd not
have had the moral courage to refuse, she
declined the offer on the ;round that she
"staply couldn't write anything to order,
but must write as her heart dictates."11
Known in her youth for her vivacity and beauty, Lucy Furman
has lost little of either. Today she is a woman of great'tharm
and perscnality. To meet Lucy Furman is to lc-;e her. One is
first imnressed with her clear blue eyes, a certain geniality
of her countenance, and he mobility of her face. Her
friendliness of manner and contagious enthusiasm have doubt
been i=Portant factcrs in brining success to all her endeavors.
odesty, the outstanding personal trait of :ass Fran, and
her consecuent dislike of -cuhlicity, combined with always frail
health, which has made it _necessary for her to live a quiet
life, have all resulted in the public Imowing little of Lucy
FUr'ese Yet much recognition has been hers. '..7o honor has been
11Grace Jones, o). cit.
Nfir •
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more ap?reciated by her than a recent one. The George Fort
iltonAward, given by the University of Tennessee to "the
Southern woman writer who has accomslished most for her sex,"
was received by Miss Pur in March, 1c;33. She was nominated
for the award by the ICentucky Congress of Parent-Teacher
Associations, and the honor is doubly appreciated by the author
because of the recognition which came from her itentucl.-y
ae,2711,-ers. She remarked, "1 was delighted cy own stte should
do this?12
The following oaragrashs are quoted from an article which
a)?eared in the Nashville Tennessean, March 14, 1933, at the
time the award was announced. With this fittin tribute this
study of the life and works of Lucy FUrman is brought to a
close.
Out of the heart cf the Kentucky mountains
a record of service to womankind brings to Miss
Lucy S. Fur=an, distinguished Southern writer,
the 1932 George Fort Milton Award of :200. The
winner, nominated by the Kentucky Congress of
Parents and Teachers, was announced today by
the University of Tennessee, administrator of
the award.
The Milton Awards were created in 1924 by
the will of the late George Fort :1:11ton,
distinguished journalist, owner and editor of
the Chattanoocp. ::ews, who was dee-aly interested
in the cause of women. The award goes each
year to the Southern woman writer accomJlishing
the most for her sex. Women's oraanizations
throughout the South contribute to the choice
by submitting candidates and presenting their
qualifications.
Both social service and literary excellence
to the writer, :Larch 2, 1933.
,
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were involved in nUss Puraan's choice. Among
the well known works of the author to which thejudges gave consideration were Uotherinq onPerilous, Tilare 'Wenaen, The Glass Window, andLonesome Road.
Desoite ill health Liss Furman's life has
been dedicated to the mountain people throughher worn with the Hindman Settlement School.. . . "I feel that I have done little indeedfor the mountain women whoa I so lcve and
admire"; .fiss Purman says, they have made avery special appeal to me from the beginning,---the isolation and loneliness and drud.gery oftheir lives, their utter devction as mothers(seldom or never expressed in words or
caresses), their strong sense of duty, andof accountability to God for their offspring,their dee) faith, verging often upon the
mystic---all these things inspire in D114 a
reverence i have never felt for any other
peoPle.
In this day, when to women of the outsideworld wifehood and motherhood too often haveno s'Aritual meaning, family ties are all toolightly broken, and pleasure rather than dutyis the chief end, I am thankful to 3od forthe mountain women, and feel that it is tothe sons of such mothers America may soonhave to look for true leadership.
"issPunnan's work among the mountain People,and the wide interest and sympathy aroused byher uare Women, by her ..:otherin7 on Peri2ous,her It to the Blind, The Glass Window, andother stories are universally known," declaredYiss 74:ary E. Baker, librarian; Miss JessieHarris, professor of home economics; and issRuth Stephens, instructor in history; Universityof Tennessee, who were the judges. Her writirn,:shave unouestionably been potent factors inthe improvanent cf conditions surrounding themountain women whom they describe, and theyhave been doubly effective in that throughthem there has been opened to many other womena rich field for service.
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I was glad to see the letter from Mr. Litsey in
regard to meat-eating. It is very timely. I myself
have eaten no meat for 32 years—not only no redmeat, but no fish or fowl, and I know of no womanin her 70s who is so active and free from all rheu-matic and other troubles as I am.
I get MOS; of my proteins where the herb!vorousanimals get theirs, and also their great strength,from the green leaf, chlorophyl furnishing the best
possible protein. Daily I have one large helping of
cooked greens, chard, kale, spinach, mustard, beet-tops. turnip-tops, with one egg. Another meal isalways raw saiadr. in large quantity, lettuce, esca-mle. watercress. romaine, Chinese cabbage, also to-
•.atoes, cucumbers, avocado, radishes, with dressing
• lemon juice and oil. A third meal consists of
three. four or more fresh frints, with sometimes nuts
or nut butters. Nuts furrnsh a perfect protein, asa:so does brewers' yeast. Cheese is another goodprotein. Once a day I have whole-wheat bread.
Because Kentucky is a livestock-raising State,Kentuckians seem to think they Iv ill starve withoutlarge amounts of meat: and by the time they are
60. if not earlier, many are irretrievably injured.People shod be. and can be. as active in body and
mind at 60, 70, even 60, as at 20, and would be if
they ate right. Bernard Shaw is a fine illustration—
mind as keen, body as alert at 92 as in his Youth.
Another highly harmful fool is white tread.
which, in the process of milling, has been robbed cf
all the value of the wheat berry, nothing but the
inner starch remaining, and it does nothing but put
on ugly fat. It is also as acid-forming in the blood
as meats. Every family should have its own mill,
and grind Its flour or meal and cereals from whole
grains. The hand-mills can be obtained from any
of thc large mail-order houses for 53.75. or. electri-
cally run, for about $15. They mear. a great saving
of health and money. Lucy FVFUVLA:s.
I rankfort, Ky.
tI!. ;s LUCY FU1131Ahl
.‘s she looked in 1949
Who Fought Cruelty to A
State Native
Also Author
ei-uelty of steel traps for the
Antlantie Monthly.
Its publication caused her to
mace a vice-president of the
Anti-Steel Trap Lea;c of Wash-'The Steel Trap Woman," ington. D. C. S:ae towage,: fotir.:•iYer ampaign Rentucky in 1n4 and offeredthe 1930's to prevent need- the first anti-steeI•trap bill to! kss cYticl;y to fur-bearing ani- the Geileral AssenWy.- •7 is dead,
Viss Lucy Furman, a native
4 Herteerott. F.Y.. died August
Cranford, N. J., where she
lived with h nephew, Dili rd
; Collais. She moved to Cranf
from Frankfei4 Lvc 3 cars
; Misr. Ley acquired her title
v..1e. she began to lobby in
Franljort in 194 against the
emit:Ion steel trap. Later she
1,7.ured the state, urging women s
grw.:75 to lair! the cause.
Heard Tales of Despair
, Early in the 1900'5 Miss 1..t.cv
went to Hindman Settlement
in Knett County. There
'2 w-orking in the ticks.
.... and orchards, she heard
boys tell er animals




''-ot. aattis:c i-..hout the Miss 17-.Arms:n. tra.1 c., ;'!ir•e!,•••
It wasn't until 1938 that a law
was rtssed, to take effect in
1;40. *A. new type a trap had
hien devec. a eilain-loop . af-
fa,r secured an anirr,P.i's
.ct horf. maim him.
y the:. toured the
st4.,te (:e7701Str2T ...7 .1C• e
kind of trap. 5.!1 r-1.1
put her own hate it to stw
that it difIn't
As:Cc, frar.1 her :7 •_; ;70. ;r







She won the 1922 Georf;e Fort
Nt'.:Iti;it Award, /Iffercl to the




ate fcr;:er c •-• :
of The Cw: vier ' .
Louisville rinie.
sonic of her letters ."..
'Warren s<.•ho ruls
should stop arid bersyri
huyir.7. . Any 1,..mnn
to wear lees takc tortltre
Las lost ail the ;in:: altribv.e.
of womanhoo+1...'
iVarned About Easter
'T:te sale of ie c;iicks ‘'`
ducks at Easter ctdrett tc
owit at d toVa.,' with is ; cru.
that she.uld styli be conteriancert.
These little ertatu“...
from tho e unen7,
ilwally die pro:....k,`;;
trig all night; ths•y i-re airnsist
never nroi,erly W5t*XtA apt; i.
ar4 thldren. *: •
know/edge of •.ijus.eze Vi.era
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